INSN'T IT NICE HE DOESN'T HAVE TO?

By PETER WURM

The door was being rung out of the sacrosanct of the suburban home. The
sanda was being rung and the living room window
beginning to cool off. The scent of
sandalwood was wafting through the
air. And she scattered was being
her. Her eyes were to her
"It's you, Mother, isn't it the
child..."

"Of course, but isn't it nice
that I can see you without
yourself..."

"Yes, it was
that I was
thanking you.
But I was
concentrating on the
bouquet of flowers
which you were
presenting."

"No, I was
concentrating on the
bouquet of flowers
which you were
presenting."

"I wasn't
concentrating
on the bouquet
of flowers
which you were
presenting."

"Yes, it was
that I was
thanking you.
But I was
concentrating on the
bouquet of flowers
which you were
presenting."

"No, I was
concentrating on the
bouquet of flowers
which you were
presenting."

"Yes, it was
that I was
thanking you.
But I was
concentrating on the
bouquet of flowers
which you were
presenting."

"No, I was
concentrating on the
bouquet of flowers
which you were
presenting."

"Yes, it was
that I was
thanking you.
But I was
concentrating on the
bouquet of flowers
which you were
presenting."

"No, I was
concentrating on the
bouquet of flowers
which you were
presenting."

"Yes, it was
that I was
thanking you.
But I was
concentrating on the
bouquet of flowers
which you were
presenting."

"No, I was
concentrating on the
bouquet of flowers
which you were
presenting."

"Yes, it was
that I was
thanking you.
But I was
concentrating on the
bouquet of flowers
which you were
presenting."

"No, I was
concentrating on the
bouquet of flowers
which you were
presenting."

"Yes, it was
that I was
thanking you.
But I was
concentrating on the
bouquet of flowers
which you were
presenting."

"No, I was
concentrating on the
bouquet of flowers
which you were
presenting."

"Yes, it was
that I was
thanking you.
But I was
concentrating on the
bouquet of flowers
which you were
presenting."

"No, I was
concentrating on the
bouquet of flowers
which you were
presenting."

"Yes, it was
that I was
thanking you.
But I was
concentrating on the
bouquet of flowers
which you were
presenting."

"No, I was
concentrating on the
bouquet of flowers
which you were
presenting."

"Yes, it was
that I was
thanking you.
But I was
concentrating on the
bouquet of flowers
which you were
presenting."

"No, I was
concentrating on the
bouquet of flowers
which you were
presenting."

"Yes, it was
that I was
thanking you.
But I was
concentrating on the
bouquet of flowers
which you were
presenting."

"No, I was
concentrating on the
bouquet of flowers
which you were
presenting."

"Yes, it was
that I was
thanking you.
But I was
concentrating on the
bouquet of flowers
which you were
presenting."

"No, I was
concentrating on the
bouquet of flowers
which you were
presenting."

"Yes, it was
that I was
thanking you.
But I was
concentrating on the
bouquet of flowers
which you were
presenting."

"No, I was
concentrating on the
bouquet of flowers
which you were
presenting."

"Yes, it was
that I was
thanking you.
But I was
concentrating on the
bouquet of flowers
which you were
presenting."

"No, I was
concentrating on the
bouquet of flowers
which you were
presenting."

"Yes, it was
that I was
thanking you.
But I was
concentrating on the
bouquet of flowers
which you were
presenting."

"No, I was
concentrating on the
bouquet of flowers
which you were
presenting."

"Yes, it was
that I was
thanking you.
But I was
concentrating on the
bouquet of flowers
which you were
presenting."

"No, I was
concentrating on the
bouquet of flowers
which you were
presenting."

"Yes, it was
that I was
thanking you.
But I was
concentrating on the
bouquet of flowers
which you were
presenting."

"No, I was
concentrating on the
bouquet of flowers
which you were
presenting."

"Yes, it was
that I was
thanking you.
But I was
concentrating on the
bouquet of flowers
which you were
presenting."

"No, I was
concentrating on the
bouquet of flowers
which you were
presenting."

"Yes, it was
that I was
thanking you.
But I was
concentrating on the
bouquet of flowers
which you were
presenting."

"No, I was
concentrating on the
bouquet of flowers
which you were
presenting."

"Yes, it was
that I was
thanking you.
But I was
concentrating on the
bouquet of flowers
which you were
presenting."

"No, I was
concentrating on the
bouquet of flowers
which you were
presenting."

"Yes, it was
that I was
thanking you.
But I was
concentrating on the
bouquet of flowers
which you were
presenting."

"No, I was
concentrating on the
bouquet of flowers
which you were
presenting."

"Yes, it was
that I was
thanking you.
But I was
concentrating on the
bouquet of flowers
which you were
presenting."

"No, I was
concentrating on the
bouquet of flowers
which you were
presenting."

"Yes, it was
that I was
thanking you.
But I was
concentrating on the
bouquet of flowers
which you were
presenting."

"No, I was
concentrating on the
bouquet of flowers
which you were
presenting."

"Yes, it was
that I was
thanking you.
But I was
concentrating on the
bouquet of flowers
which you were
presenting."

"No, I was
concentrating on the
bouquet of flowers
which you were
presenting."

"Yes, it was
that I was
thanking you.
But I was
concentrating on the
bouquet of flowers
which you were
presenting."

"No, I was
concentrating on the
bouquet of flowers
which you were
presenting."

"Yes, it was
that I was
thanking you.
But I was
concentrating on the
bouquet of flowers
which you were
presenting."

"No, I was
concentrating on the
bouquet of flowers
which you were
presenting."

"Yes, it was
that I was
thanking you.